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Introduction 

Qlik Sense is gorgeuos out of the box and we love it but, sometimes prospects and customers 

want to make it suit their style and company brand guidelines (the same way we have our own). 

Well, given that Qlik Sense is 100% web, it gives us an incredible opportunity to customize the 

layout to fit those customization needs. 

Examples of what you can do  

There are lots of possibilities, but I will leave it to two that I think are the most importat: 

changing the fonts and colors (background, titles and so on) and changing the default color 

palettes (sequential, diverging, etc.). 

By doing so, you can go from something like this: 



 

  

...to something like this: 

 



 

Want to stop reading here and try it for yourself? 

Get this example theme and extract the folder to C:\Program Files\Qlik\Sense\Client\themes. 

You will find a default "sense" folder. Paste the "mytheme" folder to look it like this: 

 

After that, open any Qlik Sense app and add "/theme/mytheme" at the end of the URL. 

Something like this: 

/download/attachments/52749494/mytheme.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1435830194460&api=v2


https://YOUR_SENSE_SERVER/hub/theme/mytheme 

Be aware that the user will keep the URL suffix during the session, so if the user opens another 

app going through the HUB, that customized theme will be displayed. 

A little bit more into the details  

If you look into any theme folder, you will find a CSS file and JSON file. 

The CSS file contains all the styling for the classes that are going to be "overwritten". Keep in 

mind that the theme (css) is applied after a complete CSS is loaded, so you just need to add the 

clasess and styling you want to modify. 

The JSON file contains some chart-level properties such as the color palettes, axis formatting, 

borders, and so on. 

Creating a theme in less than 5 minutes 

So, if you need to create a theme very quickly for a demo tomorrow you can: 

1. Copy the "sense" folder, paste it and rename it to "mytheme". 

 

 

https://win-21pn2p28li7/sense/app/4366d083-de1c-48d3-b515-eec3a69e2233/sheet/nsbeQve/state/analysis/theme/dark


2. Edit the theme.css file and modify the Sheet title and object title properties. 

 

 
3. Edit the theme.json file, go to the bottom of the file and change the hex colors in the 

color palette arrays. Also, go to the top and change the the font family if you want to. 



 

 

  

The result of this theme looks like this. Notice the few changes (titles and the sequential color 

palettes): 



 

Download this mytheme example: mytheme.zip and copy it to C:\Program 

Files\Qlik\Sense\Client\themes. After that you might need to restart the Qlik Sense services. 

Then, navigate to http://YOUR_SENSE_SERVER/hub/theme/mytheme. 

Enjoy! 

About this article  

This theme was built using Qlik Sense 2.0.1. 

These theming capabilities are not yet documented and I guess it will change in the future when 

the Themes are exposed / supported. 

I used Microsoft Code as code editor. You can use whatever you like (Notepad++, Sublime, 

etc.)  

  

  

/download/attachments/52749494/mytheme.zip?version=1&modificationDate=1435830194460&api=v2
http://your_sense_server/hub/theme/mytheme.
https://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/products/code-vs.aspx


  


